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1.   Introduction

The next-generation mobile satellite communica-
tions systems will offer hotspot services in moving
vehicles as well as content delivery, mobile phone,
nomadic, and data telemetry services for people or
terminals that are detached from terrestrial networks
[1]-[3]. The service grade of the network will be
equivalent to B3G (beyond 3G system) mobile net-
works. Users will access the networks through their
own satellite terminals or through mobile hotspots
installed on public vehicles. Mobile hotspots will
enable people to access satellite networks via their
own cellular terminals or personal computers (PCs),
so they are the key to serving temporary users such as
passengers and commuters. Nomadic services that
enable broadband access anytime and anywhere,
especially in mobile environments, are particularly
important for video signal transmission for agencies
such as news, coastguard, and disaster-relief teams.
We also expect that low-data-rate telemetry services
will be popular on next-generation mobile satellite

communications systems.
We estimated that the expected traffic demand

throughput for mobile hotspots, nomadic services,
mobile content delivery, and voice communication
will exceed 1 Gbit/s in total [1]-[3]. In the envisioned
system, high-speed services will be offered via
portable terminals, while low-bit-rate telemetry data
will be generated by ultrasmall terminals. Hence, we
assume that the transmission bit rates will range from
1 kbit/s to 100 Mbit/s for the forward link and from 1
kbit/s to 20 Mbit/s for the return link.

To handle this wide range of user applications flex-
ibly, an effective multiple access scheme is the key.
Although a number of studies have compared multi-
ple access schemes [4], [5], the results were strongly
dependent on the system models used. Therefore, it
was still necessary for us to find the optimal multiple
access scheme for our target system. For this scheme
to enable a wide range of applications, frequency/
time resources should be managed flexibly, which
requires dynamic frequency/time resource manage-
ment.

This article focuses on designing the optimal multi-
ple access scheme for the envisioned mobile satellite
communications system and then addresses technical
issues related to handling a wide range of speeds cor-
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responding to user applications.

2.   Optimal multiple access schemes for the next-
generation mobile satellite communications
system

2.1   Communications system
The next-generation mobile satellite communica-

tions system will offer mobile satellite communica-
tions services around the Japanese archipelago and its
exclusive economic sea zone using about 70 beams
[1]-[3]. Previous studies have clarified that the envi-
sioned system, which uses multiple frequency reuse
based on units of three beams, can greatly increase
the total system capacity compared with the alterna-
tive of single frequency reuse [6]. The concept of
multiple frequency reuse with three beams is shown
in Fig. 1(a). Here, the three beams share the total sys-
tem bandwidth. For the purpose of multiple frequen-
cy reuse, beam coverage areas that make use of the
same frequencies are geographically separated. Thus,
co-frequency interference among beams is mitigated
and the total system capacity exceeds that offered by
single-frequency reuse.

We assume that our multibeam system will use the
frequency allocation scheme shown in Fig. 1(b) to
cope with traffic fluctuations while maximizing the
total capacity. The system bandwidth is set in terms
of frequency segments, and the frequency boundary
scheme uses the parameter of frequency segment. We

define the frequency allocation scheme as variable
boundary multiple frequency (VMF) allocation [6].

2.2   Wide-range multiple access scheme
We have to consider a 50-dB-wide data range from

1 kbit/s to 100 Mbit/s in designing the optimal multi-
ple access scheme. At the same time, we should take
into account terminal capability. For instance, ultra-
small terminals require low battery consumption, so a
low clock-rate signal processor and a small high-
power amplifier (HPA) are needed. Thus, in spite of
their inherent rate flexibility, high-speed TDMA
(time division multiple access) and wideband CDMA
(code division multiple access) are not acceptable. To
absorb traffic distributions, the VMF scheme should
multiplex user channels on a segment-by-segment
basis. This means that a multicarrier system can strike
a balance between these conditions.

The multiple access scheme considered to be suit-
able for the envisioned system is shown in Fig. 2.
MR-FDMA (multirate frequency division multiple
access) is currently used in the Ku-band satellite
communications system. Different frequency slots
are assigned to each user for every call origination.
MC-OCDMA (multicarrier orthogonal CDMA) dis-
criminates users by using orthogonal codes. It is cur-
rently applied to third-generation mobile cellular
communications. MC-TDMA (multicarrier TDMA)
allocates each user different time and frequency slots.
MC-TDMA is used for various types of satellite
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and/or terrestrial wireless communications. OFDM
(orthogonal frequency division multiplexing), which
multiplexes multicarrier signals orthogonally in the
frequency domain, is currently used in terrestrial
wireless local area networks. 

Choosing the best mobile satellite communications

system requires identifying the optical multiple
access scheme. Therefore, we evaluated the above
four candidates through quantitative performance
evaluations and qualitative analyses.

2.3   Bit error rate evaluation of multiple access
schemes

To achieve higher power utilization efficiency,
a multiple access scheme within one segment
should meet the required bit error rate with
smaller transmission power. We evaluated the
required Eb/N0 value* considering the effect of
the non-linearity of amplification and fading,
both of which are specific to mobile satellite
communications. The main simulation parame-
ters are listed in Table 1. In the simulations, the
number of channels in each segment and the
baud rate of each channel were set to the same
value. Thus, the occupied bandwidth of each
segment is determined considering the roll-off
pulse shaping (for MR-FDMA, MC-TDMA,
and MC-OCDMA) or guard interval insertion
(for OFDM). The occupied bandwidth of each
segment was set to roughly 2 MHz, and the sys-
tem bandwidth was assumed to be divided into
roughly 16 segments. For coherent detection,
pilot symbols are inserted periodically. Frame
efficiency with pilot insertion is 0.875, regard-
less of the multiple access scheme. Multipath
delay τ was assumed to be less than 0.6 ms [7],
a typical value in land mobile satellite commu-
nication channels. Although forward error cor-
rection was not simulated, its effect was taken
into consideration by comparing required Eb/N0

values for a bit error rate (BER) of 2 × 10–2. This
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Fig. 2.   Multiple access schemes.

Occupied bandwidth

No. of channels

Baud rate per channel

MR-FDMA MC-TDMA

2.376 MHz

64

30 kbaud

Modulation

Roll-off rate

Demodulation

Fading

Max. doppler frequency

Other parameters

QPSK

Pilot aided coherent detection

Rician fading C/M = 10 dB

100 Hz

MC-OCDMA OFDM

2 finger rake Guard interval = 1 μs

0.2

1.982 MHz

Table 1.   Main simulation parameters.

* Eb/N0 means the ratio of energy per bit (Eb) to the spectral noise
density (N0). It is a measure of signal-to-noise ratio for a digital
communication system.
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value without forward error correction corresponds to
a BER of 10–8 with a typical turbo product code.

Figure 3 shows the overall performance with non-
linear amplification, OBO (output backoff) = 3 dB,
and frequency selective fading channels (Rician fad-
ing C/M (ratio of carrier power to multipath power) =
10 dB). We found that MC-TDMA and MC-OCDMA
showed considerable degradation when τ was large.
Due to its fast baud rate, MC-TDMA was sensitive to
multipath delays and we saw delayed multipath sig-
nal interference affecting the adjacent symbol.
Although MC-OCDMA used rake diversity, the
degradation due to inter-code interference exceeded
the diversity gain when the channel was fully loaded.
Conversely, MR-FDMA and OFDM were immune to
fading because their symbol period was long enough

compared with τ.

2.4   Overall evaluation of multiple access schemes
Overall evaluation results are summarized in Table

2. We evaluated the important factors such as system
capacity, multipath tolerance, terminal power con-
sumption, and required transmission power control
accuracy. 
2.4.1   Forward link multiple access scheme

For the forward link, all candidates showed approx-
imately equivalent performance except for multipath
tolerance. As shown in Fig. 3, MR-FDMA and
OFDM offered lower required Eb/N0 values than the
others. This means that these two schemes can effec-
tively utilize the system power resource, so they can
achieve higher system capacity than the other
schemes. 
2.4.2   Return link multiple access scheme

For the return link, MR-FDMA and OFDM outper-
formed the others. The difference was the terminal’s
power consumption. Since the power consumption of
the user terminal is dominated by the HPA, its power
efficiency is very significant. OFDM was not feasible
because it requires a high-performance HPA due to its
use of multicarrier signal transmission. In MR-
FDMA, since one user transmits a single carrier sig-
nal, the amplifier requirements are more relaxed.
Thus, a small cost-effective HPA, suitable for battery-
powered terminals, can be used. Consequently, we
concluded that MR-FDMA is the best multiple access
scheme for the return link of the envisioned system.
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Fig. 3.   Required Eb/N0 vs. multipath delay (OBO = 3dB).

aGuard band loss
bGuard interval (GI) loss
cGuard band + guard time

dInter-code interference
eInter-symbol interference

Subject MR-FDMA MC-TDMA MC-OCDMA

Low Low
Low

High
Low

Transmission
Capacity

Multipath tolerance
No degradation
(< 500 kbaud)

Severe degrade
(delay > 1/2 symbol )

Severe degrade
(code usage > 50%)

No degradation
(GI > 1 μs)

Terminal power
consumption

Small (low OBO)
Large

(burst transmission)
Large (high OBO)

0.1–10% loss a

0.1–10% loss a

Execellent

Good

Execellent

Good

Fair

Poor

Fair

Fair Good

ExecellentFair

Poor

Poor

Poor

Fair

Fair

Poor

Poor

0.1–10% loss c 50% loss d

OFDM

FWD

RTN

TPC
accuracy

FWD

RTN

Low bit/s

High bit/s

Low bit/s

High bit/s

Rating

FWD

RTN

0.1–10% loss b
Frequency

0.1–10% loss c 50% loss e

Time

Table 2.   Comparison of multiple access schemes.
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3.   Seamless symbol rate switching technique for
highly scalable MR-FDMA

3.1   Variable communication speeds
As described in the previous section, the VMF

scheme can provide scalable frequency resource
management by changing the number of segments
assigned to each beam. In the VMF scheme, a wide
range of applications will be mixed in one frequency
segment. Thus, depending on the user traffic and
applications in use, assignable frequency/time
resources could fluctuate drastically. To improve the
frequency utilization efficiency while satisfying user
demands flexibly, we need frequency/time resource
reallocation. 

Based on the discussion in Sec. 2, we concluded
that MR-FDMA and OFDM are the most promising
multiple access schemes for the next-generation
mobile satellite communications system. The concept
of flexible frequency/time resource allocation for
MR-FDMA and OFDM is introduced in Fig. 4. Many
users will share each frequency segment. In MR-
FDMA (Fig. 4(a)), when several users (B, C, and E)
disconnect communications at T = T2, the vacant fre-
quency band is reassigned to user D, who has request-
ed a higher communication speed. In OFDM, all
users share the whole frequency segment and avail-
able time slots are allocated to each user according to
the requests made. As shown in Fig. 4(b), OFDM can
support variable communication speeds by adjusting
the number of time slots assigned. Regardless of the
assigned time slots, each user receives the whole fre-

quency segment and demodulates it all the time.
Thus, no discontinuity will occur when individual
communication speeds are changed.

On the other hand, in MR-FDMA, variable com-
munication speeds are achieved only by switching the
user’s symbol rate, as shown for user D in Fig. 4(a).
However, since symbol rate switching entails switch-
ing the symbol clock rate, it causes a loss of synchro-
nization, which degrades signal quality. Such syn-
chronization loss is a technical issue that must be
overcome if dynamic frequency resource manage-
ment is to be successful. Therefore, we focused on a
new symbol rate switching technique for MR-FDMA
access that does not harm the communication quality. 

3.2   Seamless symbol rate switching technique
for MR-FDMA modem

To switch the user’s symbol rate without degrading
communication quality, we developed a seamless
symbol rate switching technique for the MR-FDMA
modem. Its overall configuration is shown in Fig. 5.
To avoid synchronization loss when changing symbol
rates, this modem newly implements a clock phase
compensator [9]. The signal processing flow of this
modem is as follows. In the transmitter (Tx), signals
are modulated by the clock from the synchronous
clock generator. Its clock speed is denoted as M × R,
where R is the symbol rate and M is the oversampling
ratio. Next, the sampling rate is converted to fsamp by
the resampler, where fsamp is the Tx sampling rate fed
from the Tx system clock oscillator. To implement
this action, the resampler interpolates the input sig-

Frequency segment

(a) Variable user communication speed
with MR-FDMA

(b)  Variable user communication speed
with OFDM

Time
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Fig. 4.   Variable user communication speed in one frequency segment.
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nals. In the receiver (Rx), the sampling rate is con-
verted by the resampler from fsamp to MR, where fsamp

is the Rx sampling rate fed from the Rx system clock
oscillator.

The clock timings used in Fig. 5 are shown in Fig.
6. In Fig. 6(a), the clock from the system clock oscil-
lator is defined as the system clock. The positive edge
of the system clock is defined as the system timing.
As shown in Fig. 6(b), the Nyquist clock is defined as
M times the Nyquist sampling clock, which is asyn-
chronous to the system timing. Since the Nyquist
sampling clock rate is equal to symbol rate R, the rate
of the Nyquist clock is denoted as MR. In Fig. 6(b),
the positive edge of the Nyquist clock is defined as
the symbol timing. To link the Nyquist clock to the
system timing, the clock phase and synchronous
clock are introduced, as shown in Figs. 6(c) and (d).
The clock phase is the phase of the Nyquist clock
while the synchronous clock is the clock pulse locat-
ed at the system timing just after symbol timing.
Modulation and demodulation are performed with the
synchronous clock. In this variable symbol rate
modem, the symbol rate is switched by changing the
synchronous clock according to the symbol rate.

Symbol rate switching is carried out after Tx and
Rx symbol timings have been initially synchronized
by the Rx timing recovery circuit. The Tx and Rx
clock relationship before symbol rate switching is
shown in Fig. 7. As shown in Figs. 7(a) and (b), the
Tx and Rx symbol timings are synchronized to each
other in this state. This means that the Tx and Rx
clock phases are also synchronized. The symbol rate
is switched at the boundary of the signal frames. This
frame boundary is defined on the symbol timing
between signal frames. Thus, to switch symbol rates,
this frame boundary and the new symbol rate infor-
mation must be shared between Tx and Rx in advance
through the control channel. Based on this informa-
tion, Tx and Rx switch the symbol rate at the dedi-
cated frame boundary. 

The relationship of Tx/Rx clock phases around the
dedicated frame boundary at which symbol rate
switching is performed is shown in Fig. 8. As shown
by (a), symbol rate switching entails a clock phase
error when the conventional technique is used. This is
because Tx and Rx carry out symbol rate switching
asynchronously. This clock phase error event causes
burst errors in the demodulated signals. In the worst
case, this burst error might lead to synchronization
failure. However, our modem can prevent this clock
phase error. The operating principle is as follows. The
ratio of R2/R1,where R1 is the prior symbol rate and R2

MOD D/ARe-
sampler I/Q

System
clock

oscillator

MOD: modulator
D/A: digital-to-analog converter
A/D: analog-to-digital converter
DEM: demodulator
I/Q: in phase/quadrature

Synchronous
clock

generator

Clock phase
compensator

(a) Transmitter

DEMA\D Re-
samplerI/Q

System
clock

oscillator

Synchronous
clock

generator

Clock phase
compensator

(b) Receiver

Fig. 5.   Configuration of the proposed variable symbol
rate modem.
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rate modem.
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is the posterior symbol rate, is multiplied by the Tx/Rx
clock phase just on the Tx/Rx symbol rate switch tim-
ing. Due to this instantaneous modification of clock
phase, Tx/Rx clock phases are compensated as shown
by (b) so that they agree with each other. Since the Tx
and Rx clock phases are the same, synchronization is
maintained even after symbol rate switching. In other

words, this scheme compensates for the Tx and Rx
clock phases as if the symbol rate was switched syn-
chronously at the frame boundary. Accordingly, clock
phase error caused by symbol rate switching is elimi-
nated in this modem, so this clock phase compensa-
tion scheme enables symbol rates to be switched with-
out degrading the communication quality.

2π

0

(a) Tx clock

(b) Rx clock

t
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Clock phase on
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Fig. 7.   Clock relationships after having achieved symbol timing synchronization.
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3.3   Computer simulation of the symbol rate
switching scheme

3.3.1   Simulation conditions
We evaluated the clock phase error at the demodu-

lator to verify our symbol rate switching scheme. The
simulation conditions are listed in Table 3. Simula-
tions were conducted by changing the switch timing,
and their ensemble average was plotted. Symbol rate
switching was carried out at the 240th symbol in all
simulations. 
3.3.2   Performance evaluation via clock phase

error
To validate the scheme’s operation, we evaluated the

clock phase error. We selected symbol rates arbitrari-
ly in the range listed in Table 3. Figures 9 and 10 show
the ensemble average of the clock phase error when
the symbol rate was switched from 5.3 to 10.1 MHz
and from 10.1 to 1.1 MHz, respectively. In this simu-
lation, we followed the recommendation [10] that the
required clock phase error should be under 0.06 radi-
ans if the allowable BER degradation due to the clock
phase error is not to exceed 0.1 dB at BER = 10–2.

As shown by cases (b) and (d) in Fig. 9, the con-
ventional modem allowed the clock phase error to
exceed 0.3 radians when the symbol rate was
switched. Although the disturbed clock phase eventu-
ally converged as a result of the timing recovery cir-
cuit, it still failed to meet the requirement for 4000
symbols after the symbol rate switching in case (d).
On the other hand, in our modem, as shown by (a) and
(c) in Fig. 9, the clock phase error was not disturbed
at all by symbol rate switching and the clock phase
error requirement continued to be satisfied. These
results confirm that our scheme prevents an increase
in clock phase error when the symbol rate is changed.

A wider range of symbol rate switching is shown in
Fig. 10. The symbol rate was changed from 10.1 to
1.1 MHz. As shown in cases (a) and (c), our scheme
could change the symbol rate smoothly without any
increase in clock phase error. Since no unexpected
clock phase error occurred at the time of symbol rate
switching, we concluded that our modem switched
the symbol rate while preventing all significant clock
phase error. The conventional modem, on the other
hand, allowed the clock phase error to exceed 0.6
radians, as shown in cases (b) and (d) in Fig. 10.
While the timing recovery circuit will eventually
force the clock phase error to converge, this error will
be excessive until convergence is complete.

The above simulation results show that our scheme
suppresses the clock phase error even when the sym-
bol rate is changed over a wide range. Thus, the envi-

sioned system enables each user using MR-FDMA to
utilize the frequency bandwidth flexibly according to
his/her demands or the traffic conditions.

4.   Conclusion

We investigated an optimal multiple access scheme
for flexibly and efficiently handling the various types
of user applications that the next-generation mobile
satellite communications system will accommodate.
After comparing promising multiple access schemes
by computer simulation and qualitative analysis, we
concluded that MR-FDMA or OFDM is best for the
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forward link multiple access scheme and that MR-
FDMA is suitable for the return link. 

The key to the envisioned system’s ability to sup-
port a wide range of applications is whether a user
can change his or her communication speed adaptive-
ly according to the traffic conditions. OFDM can sup-
port variable communication speeds simply by
adjusting the number of time slots assigned among
users. On the other hand, MR-FDMA requires that
the users switch their symbol rates dynamically to
support variable communication speeds. Simulations
showed the significant problems of conventional MR-
FDMA modems: they suffer from severe drops in
communication quality when the symbol rate is
switched due to a sudden rise in clock phase error. To
overcome this problem, we developed a new seamless
symbol rate switching technique. It eliminates the
clock phase rise that would otherwise cause severe
drops in communication quality. Simulation results
showed that this scheme could change the symbol
rate with no BER degradation.

We have found the optimal multiple access scheme
for the next-generation mobile satellite communica-
tions system and developed a technique that allows it
to handle a wide range of applications flexibly. This
will greatly contribute to the establishment of an
attractive next-generation mobile satellite communi-
cations system.
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